
EASY ESSAY ON COURTESY

Hey!!! Here is your answer_________. Courtesy Courtesy have a great importance in our daily life. Courtesy means
good manners and polite.

The intolerance of a proud man is more offensive than any other form of rudeness. First, it brings us joy. I had
accompanied a Delhi lady journalist to a quiet lunch at a popular rendezvous, we occupied a table. Most of the
people whom we come across everyday are generally arrogant, impatient and self centered. Then in marched
what may be called a fire-eater. What about the importance of being alone? He threw himself in the chair
adjoining to ours and waited for about 50 seconds â€” what to him looked like eternity. Without these virtues
life is vicious and venemous. It gets -things done, it gets you better service: it permits you to do many things,
which good manners do not. Dec 18, Courtesy Essay On Courtesy School Essay 'English dictionary online'
gives the synonyms and more words related to courtesy, however I find it in an unique way- Courtesy means
gentle and polite behavior in dealing with people in our day to day life. Lack of manners makes life dull, drab
and dreary. One of these is the pleasure of being sociable of sharing things, with others, which is often in sharp
contrast with the acquisitiveness demanded of persons if they are to attain success in the economic field. You
may say that I am over-reacting. They neither love other nor are loved by any of them. We should showcase
ourselves with cheers and with warm welcome. Courtesy demands one to be modest, tasteful and decent in his
talking to and behaving with others. A woman who said she is the weaker sex? The significance of our free
time activities is that almost inevitably they place us in a sharing mood. Two aspects of leisure we must note.
This sends a strong message of high ethics of our city to the newcomers. The impression is gathering ground
that dysphoria pays. That if you try to be always kind or gentle, you are dubbed as spineless, weak or
wishy-washy. It is an act of civility and good manners. Man the crown of all the creatures of God, is endowd
with moral sense that enabke him to establish amiable and pleasant relations with his fellowmen based on
mutual respect. It is the courtesy of a businessman which raises his reputation among the customers.
Therefore, courtesy is the most prominent trait of a true Muslim. I have a speaking conviction again that the
waiter who was openly reprimanded, loathed the customer. This type of men remains very popular among his
friends and relatives. I know that most of the rude people that I have known, have had unspoken problems
with themselves. If we are polite to a man, that man will be polite to others. The modern times are fiercely
competitive and, with them, go aggression, which is enjoined with a certain amount of discourtesy and bad
manners â€” signs of unkind hearts. These well behaved courteous people are the foundation of good society
and nation. My contention is that this attitude reflective of a massive, mass bad temper has never been so
prevalent as it is today. Are jangled nerves and bad tempering any substitute for a harmonious life? But his
dysphoria had brought results, which means food and service, while my guest and I literally cooled our heels.
This lack in courtesy not only is a lack of politeness to others, it also deals with ones lack of respect for
themselves and human lives. Whether they were unhappy about their decisions or if they just had low
self-esteem. But she dashed to her seat, walked to and fro to the counter, doing her bidding. It could also be
spread by preaching good manners.. Courtesy,infact, is the practical expression of this capability. For, after all,
good manners cost nothing. He bowed, almost sweeping the floor with his flourish, and said, as politely as he
could that he just could not do enough for him. He is always polite and pleasant to others.


